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i love booker because it truly does everything i need it to. not only is all your customer tracking in one place, i can easily override a schedule, track inventory, check my estheticians clock-in and out times, but all the merchant services and marketing with frederick is also build in to make it a complete system. if i ever
have a question, there are so many way to easily get it answered. usually if i'm wondering, someone else has been too- so i can find it in the community boards, but if its truly technical, the chat is a quick and convenient way that i can still answer the phone as it rings, because the help line isn't tying up the phones or

my hands. frederick tracks emails, so if a client says they never got a reminder, i can double check that the system did indeed send one and with texts working better, more clients are loving the frequent reminders. having the app option allows me to track the schedule from home also. truly, i've looked at other
software programs, but they just can't stand up to what booker is able to do. booker is just faster, easier, sleeker, and more intelligent. co-founded by dr. sanjoy mahajan, a principal scientist at amazon.com, and dhruva ram, a professor at the university of illinois, i found the team behind booker to be highly

knowledgable, incredibly intelligent, and with a deep passion for helping others succeed. the passion and excitement from the booker team for our customers is truly remarkable and they are clearly having fun while solving customer problems in a way that has lead to being named as one of the 2018 best places to
work in chicago. booker has a super helpful tech support team and their research team is always ready to help, providing valuable information to help the community as a whole.
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i would love to see my booked clients better. i would love to see how long the booking is until the appt. i would like to see when appts can be rescheduled. i would love to see what is the ideal appointment length when booking. i would love to see the average number of appointments a month so i can see when we
are getting close to our monthly goal. as well, i would like the ability to send out emails to clients. i would also love to see a bank account to pay for the services. bank charges of late fees will be added if customers do not pay their bills on time. we had the inital appointment date and time all set. we then changed the

date & time back to the original settings about an hour later. we called booker to let them know what we wanted to do and they told us the appointments would all reset and the appointments would then be placed back on our calendar. it was then that we noticed that all of our appointments were back on our
calendar. we were confused so booker sent us an email apologizing for the inconvenience and explained the reason why. it was then that we called again. booker said that they had reset the appointments, but none of them showed up on our calendar and we don't have any dates where we are open. booker said that
he needs to change the settings again and that appointments will be re-scheduled. he did change the settings but it didn't happen. booker said he will contact us to talk about the issue when he gets off work. the problem is when you are using the upload file/restore file it doesn't upload the old file, instead it puts a

new image in the place where it was so if you change your background picture, it does not change. 5ec8ef588b
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